I have not had time to write him about money matters, as you will understand. But I think that the experience of the manipulation may directly with him shows that we should have had endless difficulties had we adopted the plan recommended by some of managing agents in common. It is not, of course, fault of his, nearly the difficulty of being dealing with matters needing accuracy; but when I had him in full and gave him a written statement of matters I know a secret, he realized how inside the impression that I owed him 10. Don't understand me to complain; I only prove that I was not unreasonable in declining to consult other matters.

[Signature]

Yours sincerely

[Signature]
As an uncle, please see more than he that brings the drawings; it is what I worked for, seeing at no everything that they should be good. He who praises Blunt will please me.

I have found it helpful to jot down for writing a much-needed account of the natural affairs from a practical point of view.